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Overview:Who are we? 
The Community College System of New 
Hampshire (CCSNH) is a public system of 
higher education consisting of seven colleges 
located across the state. Our colleges include: 

  Great Bay

  Lakes Region

  Manchester

  Nashua

  NHTI-Concord

  River Valley

  White Mountains 
 
CCSNH provides students with a high-quality 
and affordable education, serving over 
28,000 learners annually. Each college offers 
nationally-recognized instructors, flexible 
schedules and affordable tuition. In addition, 
you can choose from an array of programs in 
the following academic focus areas: 
 
   Arts, Humanities, Communications  

and Design

  Business

  Health Sciences and Services

  Hospitality and Culinary

  Industry and Transportation

   Social, Educational and  
Behavioral Sciences

  STEM and Advanced Manufacturing
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Career Assessment
Learn what careers fit you by 
taking our career assessment at: 
ccsnh.emsicc.com/

Explore diverse academic programs and in-demand 
careers with info about job options, skills required, 
common college courses and average annual pay.



The Arts and Humanities form a foundation for 

an array of learning pathways, helping students 

develop a broad understanding of their world 

and the ability to think critically and communicate 

effectively. Arts-related programs such as graphic 

design and media technology combine creativity 

and tactical/technical skills to prepare students for 

a variety of professions in rapidly evolving fields. 

Overview

Common Courses
  College Composition

  Introduction to Public Speaking

  Drawing

  Graphic Design

 	History of Art

Job Options*

  Graphic Designer ($30,365-$62,752)

  Interior Designer ($32,116-$57,289)

  Librarian ($33,730-$79,340)

   Museum Technician and Conservator 
($36,230-$90,363)

  Art Director ($34,703-$76,003)

and begin your path to becoming an Interior Designer. By 
planning, designing and furnishing interiors, residential, 
commercial or industrial buildings, you can make up to 

Earn an associate degree in  
Interior Design at 

$
 57,289

Spotlight*

Arts, Humanities, 
Communications and Design
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*Disclaimer: Salary ranges represent comprehensive labor market 
research by Emsi (ccsnh.emsicc.com). Additional education may be 
required to reach some salary levels. Last updated on 11/8/2017. 



Certificate / Associate Degree
New Hampshire Community Colleges 
offer a total of 19 different associate and 
certificate programs within Arts, Humanities, 
Communications and Design. Liberal Arts is 
offered by all seven.  

Skills You Need
Workforce skills needed vary depending on 
your specific program. However, many of 
these fields require:

  Strong Communication 

  Creativity

  Versatility 

  Critical and Analytical Thinking 

Finding Your Path
While some careers require additional 
education, such as a bachelor’s or master’s 
degree, starting your education at a 
community college is an opportunity to get 
a quality education while saving money and 
taking classes that fit your schedule.

Arts, Humanities, 
Communications and Design
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Common Courses
  Introduction to Business

  Accounting I & II

  Principles of Marketing

  Project Management

Job Options*

   Treasurer or Controller  
($60,053-$191,905) 

  Accountant ($45,702-$101,105) 

   Payroll and Timekeeping Clerk  
($28,306-$61,330) 

  Administrative Services Manager   
  ($47,544-$75,205)) 

  Tax Preparer ($25,919-$40,736) 

Business programs offer real-world experience 

and leadership skills that enable a successful 

career in today’s professional environment. 

Our programs prepare students for career 

opportunities in management, sales, event 

planning, marketing and more. 

Overview

Business
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Spotlight*

Then continue your education at a four-year 
college to receive a bachelor’s degree to solidify 

your career as a Treasurer and make up to 

Earn an associate degree in accounting at

$
 191,905

*Disclaimer: Salary ranges represent comprehensive labor market 
research by Emsi (ccsnh.emsicc.com). Additional education may be 
required to reach some salary levels. Last updated on 11/8/2017. 



Business
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Certificate / Associate Degree
There are a total of 23 business programs 
offered by our colleges. Each college offers an 
associate degree in Accounting/Finance and 
Business Administration/Management Studies.

Skills You Need
Workforce skills needed vary depending on 
your specific program. However, many of 
these fields require:

  Financial Management

  Communication 

  Customer Service

  Problem Solving

  Strategic Planning

Finding Your Path
Many positions, such as treasurer, controller, 
financial manager and accountant, require 
a bachelor’s degree. Some, however, such 
as payroll and timekeeping clerk and tax 
preparer, require only an associate degree. 



Common Courses
  General Biology

  Anatomy and Physiology

  Psychology

  Microbiology

Job Options*

   Medical and Health Services Manager 
($61,933-$166,573) 

   Informatics Nurse Specialist  
($52,941-$125,901) 

   Dietitian and Nutritionist ($44,488-$80,747 

   Physical Assistant ($47,971-$114,964) 

   Registered Nurse ($48,511-$76,835)

   Human Information Technician   
($26,324-$63,403)

Healthcare professionals are in high demand in 

hospitals, medical offices and a variety of other 

treatment settings. Health Sciences and Services 

programs offer a wide range of healthcare 

opportunities from patient care to medical office 

careers. Our programs prepare students for careers 

in nursing, healthcare administration, dental hygiene, 

paramedic emergency medicine and more.

Overview

HEALTH SCIENCES AND SERVICES
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Assess patient health problems and needs while 
implementing nursing care plans and earn up to

Becoming a registered nurse requires an 
associate degree, which can be earned at

$
 66,403

Spotlight*

*Disclaimer: Salary ranges represent comprehensive labor market 
research by Emsi (ccsnh.emsicc.com). Additional education may be 
required to reach some salary levels. Last updated on 11/8/2017. 



HEALTH SCIENCES AND SERVICES
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Certificate / Associate Degree
New Hampshire Community Colleges offer 
a total of 34 health sciences and services 
programs. All colleges offer an associate 
degree in Nursing. 

Skills You Need
Workforce skills vary depending on your 
specific program. However, many of these 
fields require:

  Communication 

  Problem Solving 

  Data Observation and Interpretation

  Proficiency in Anatomical Sciences

Finding Your Path
Many positions, such as medical and health 
services manager, informatics nurse specialist, 
dietitian and nutritionist, require a bachelor’s 
degree. There are, however, many high-
paying positions that require only an associate 
degree, such as radiation and respiratory 
therapist.



Common Courses
  Engineering Design

  Algebra and Trigonometry

  Applied Mathematics

  Manufacturing and Material Processing 

Job Options*

   Automotive Engineering Technician 
($36,582-$52,227) 

   First-Line Supervisor of Mechanics, Installers, 
and Repairers ($45,241-$100,625) 

  Electrician ($32,092-$67,990)

  HVAC ($30,426-$72,103)

   Robotics Technician ($38,673-$79,414) 

Skilled trade professions such as electrical 

technology and HVAC mechanics are among the 

most in-demand careers in New Hampshire. These 

professions, as well as automotive, marine and 

aviation technology, offer hands-on learning and 

attainment of an increasing array of technical skills 

that prepare students for rewarding professions.

Overview

INDUSTRY AND TRANSPORTATION
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Earn an associate degree in HVAC at

$
 100,625

Then earn up to

as a First-Line supervisor of Mechanics, 
Installers, and Repairers

Spotlight*

*Disclaimer: Salary ranges represent comprehensive labor market 
research by Emsi (ccsnh.emsicc.com). Additional education may be 
required to reach some salary levels. Last updated on 11/8/2017. 



Certificate / Associate Degree
Our colleges offer a total of 51 programs 
in Industry and Transportation. Great Bay, 
Lakes Region, Manchester, Nashua and White 
Mountains all offer degrees in Automotive 
Technology. Other excellent programs include 
Landscape and Environmental Design 
(NHTI-Concord), Trades Management (White 
Mountains) and Welding Technology (Great 
Bay and Manchester).  

Skills You Need
Workforce skills needed vary depending on 
your specific program. However, many of 
these fields require:

  Teamwork 

  Initiative

  Design and Planning

  Kinesthetic Learning 

Finding Your Path
Many positions require no more than an 
associate degree, such as automotive 
engineering technician, first-line supervisor 
and electrical and electronics repairer. Some 
careers require a bachelor’s degree.  

INDUSTRY AND TRANSPORTATION
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Social, Educational and Behavioral Sciences fields 

cover a range of professions designed to help 

individuals and communities through social work, 

education, law enforcement and more. These 

programs serve a growing need for teachers and 

educational specialists, public safety and social 

service professionals.

Overview

SOCIAL, EDUCATIONAL AND  
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
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$
 102,176

Common Courses
  Psychology

  Human Growth and Development

  Sociology

  Foundations of Early Childhood Education

Job Options*

  Compliance Manager ($48,709-$119,943)

  School Psychologist ($52,992-$102,176) 

   Elementary and Secondary School  
Administrator ($60,028-$108,169)

  Climate Change Analyst (48,882-$107,938) 

  Security Manager ($47,979-$113,275) 

   Education Administrator, Preschool and Childcare 
Center/Program ($30,826-$60,212) 

Earn an associate degree in Behavioral Science at 

then continue your education to earn your master’s 
and begin your path to becoming a school 

psychologist. You can make up to 

Spotlight*

*Disclaimer: Salary ranges represent comprehensive labor market 
research by Emsi (ccsnh.emsicc.com). Additional education may be 
required to reach some salary levels. Last updated on 11/8/2017. 



Certificate / Associate Degree
Among our colleges, there are 43 programs 
offered in Social, Educational and Behavioral 
Sciences. All seven colleges offer degrees in 
Early Childhood Education and four offer a 
degree in Criminal Justice (Great Bay, Nashua, 
NHTI-Concord and River Valley). In addition, 
five colleges offer a degree in Human Services 
(Lakes Region, Manchester, Nashua, NHTI-
Concord and White Mountains). 

Skills You Need
Workforce skills needed vary depending on 
your specific program. However, many of 
these fields require:

  Conflict Resolution

  Strong Work Ethic

  Problem Solving

Finding Your Path
A master’s degree is required to become a 
psychologist and security manager. However, 
many positions require no more than an 
associate degree. 

SOCIAL, EDUCATIONAL AND  
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
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The STEM and Advanced Manufacturing field 

encompasses computer science and information 

technology, engineering technologies, life 

sciences and more. These programs prepare 

students for the modern day high-tech 

environment and offer a combination of design, 

production, technology, mathematics and 

problem-solving skills.

Overview

Common Courses
  Calculus I & II

  Physics I & II

  Configuring Windows Networks

  Solid Modeling

Job Options*

   Database Administrator ($49,026-$126,939) 

   Clinical Research Coordinator  
($86,997-$121,968)  

  Computer Systems Analyst ($52,941-$76,612) 

   Information Security Analyst ($61,709-$136,676)

  Software Developer ($70,726-$110,230) 

To become an Information Security 
Analyst and make an annual wage of

Obtain an associate degree in Cyber 
Security Investigation at

$
 136,676

STEM AND ADVANCED  
MANUFACTURING
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Spotlight*

*Disclaimer: Salary ranges represent comprehensive labor market 
research by Emsi (ccsnh.emsicc.com). Additional education may be 
required to reach some salary levels. Last updated on 11/8/2017. 



STEM AND ADVANCED  
MANUFACTURING
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Certificate / Associate Degree
Amongst the seven community colleges, 
we offer a total of 41 programs in STEM 
and Advanced Manufacturing. Manchester, 
Nashua and NHTI-Concord offer an associate 
degree in Mathematics; NHTI-Concord, River 
Valley and White Mountains offer an associate 
degree in Information Technology; Great Bay 
offers both a certificate and an associate 
degree in Biotechnology; Lakes Region, 
Manchester and River Valley offer associate 
degrees in Advanced Manufacturing.

Skills You Need
Workforce skills vary depending on your 
specific program. However, many of these 
fields require:

  Strong Math and Science 

  Critical Thinking 

  Research and Analysis 

Finding Your Path
Many positions require a bachelor’s degree, 
such as biofuels production manager, clinical 
research coordinator, and computer systems 
analyst. There are countless other options that 
only require an associate degree including 
aircraft structure, surfaces, rigging and 
systems assembler. 



Rte. 16

I-95

I-91

I-89

Rte. 101

I-93

Berlin

North Conway
Academic Center 

Littleton
Academic Center

Claremont

Lebanon
Academic Center

Keene
Academic Center

Concord

Laconia

Nashua

Manchester

Rochester
Academic Center

Portsmouth

Your Degree.  
Your Path.  
Your Terms. 
New Hampshire Community 
Colleges across the state will  
help you find the right path  
to success. 


